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UCCESS was especially sweet for owner
Dr Jim Walker when his Subjectivist
won the Listed Glasgow Stakes at

Hamilton, the first of two Listed wins for the
yard in July.

Mark Johnston explained that Dr Walker,
now a Hong Kong-based economist, was from
Ayrshire, which borders Lanarkshire, the
county which hosts the race.

“It’s a big thing for him,” he told the
Klarion at Hamilton.

“He comes from Ayrshire – not far from here
– and was very keen to go for this race.”

The Listed Glasgow Stakes, over one mile
three furlongs, was first run at Hamilton in
2006, having formerly been held at York as a
trial for the Derby. Prior to the latest renewal,
Mark had won the race five times, courtesy of
Boscobel, Captain Webb, Parthenon, Corsica
and Maputo.

This year, Mark fielded both Tulip Fields and
Subjectivist, and the Kingsley Park runners
faced just three rivals. Joe Fanning rode Dr Jim
Walker’s Teofilo colt, Subjectivist, while
Franny Norton partnered Sheikh Hamdan bin
Mohammed’s Golden Horn filly, Tulip Fields.

Joe, who knows Hamilton Park like the back
of his hand, rode a textbook race. Having asked
Subjectivist to lead at a steady pace, he
quickened the tempo around the halfway mark.
Shaken up with two furlongs to race,
Subjectivist kept on strongly up Hamilton’s stiff
finish, to score by a length and three-quarters
from Tritonic. The filly Tulip Fields finished
four lengths away in third. 

Subjectivist is out of the Danehill Dancer
mare, Reckoning, making him a half-brother to
last year’s St Leger runner-up, Sir Ron
Priestley. Inevitably, after the race the press

were keen to speculate on Subjectivist’s chances
of going one better than his half-brother in the
oldest Classic.

“We’ve always thought a lot of this horse,”
Mark told the Klarion after the win. 

“He is rated higher than Sir Ron Priestley
was at the same time last year. The Leger will be
his long-term target.”

UBJECTIVIST went on to produce a
gallant performance in finishing third in
the Group 3 Gordon Stakes at

Goodwood on July 30.
With six Glasgow Stakes wins under his belt,

Mark has moved just one win behind the race’s
Leading Trainer – Sir Michael Stoute – who
last enjoyed success in the race with Tam Lin in
2006.

The second Listed win in July came from

A brace of Listed wins

Godolphin’s Dark Vision, following his success
in the Royal Hunt Cup at Royal Ascot in June. 

Raised 6lb for his Ascot success, the Dream
Ahead colt made a bold bid to land the Coral
Challenge at Sandown on July 5, just failing by
a short head to peg back the favourite,
Montatham.

Dark Vision was then sent to Pontefract to
contest the Listed Pomfret Stakes on July 23, a
race won last year by our own Marie’s
Diamond. A field of five horses went to post for
this year’s renewal of the race, which was first
run in 2004.

James Doyle took the ride on Dark Vision,
who was drawn on the inside rail. The four-
year-old broke well and was settled in third in
the early stages as Wadilsafa led at a steady
pace, pursued by Foxtrot Lady. Short of room
in the penultimate furlong, Dark Vision was
switched left by his jockey to launch his
challenge, bumping Beringer in the process.

Once in the clear, Dark Vision ran on well.
Taking the lead and always doing enough to
hold the late challenge of Beringer by a neck.
Foxtrot Lady took third, beaten a further
length and three-quarters.

“Dark Vision is a really happy horse but you
can see he’s not the easiest because he goes when
he wants to go, rather than when the jockey is
asking him,” Mark told the Klarion after the
race. 

“It was difficult for James, as he was boxed in
and the leader came back at him very suddenly.
James said he was going to clip heels if he hadn’t
switched. 

“You see Dark Vision chased along in these
really good races and then he suddenly
flies....the jockey has just got to hope that it
comes at the right time.”
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Dark Vision wins under
James Doyle at Pontefract

Subjectivist and Joe Fanning
at Hamilton
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